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Nisar Ahmed / University of Colorado

To learn and discuss how uncertainty-based reasoning 
and competency awareness can (or cannot) guide  
design of assured human-autonomous systems. 



B Danette Allen / NASA

Ideas and approaches around assured autonomy for 
persistent platforms in space.



Sushil Birla / NRC

Bring to the workshop: Issues experienced in safety 
evaluation of autonomous systems.
Wish to learn about: Evaluation of Uncertainty for its 
effects on the safety conclusion, including:

● Hazardous effects of interactions.
● Integration of evidence from disparate methods of 

verification (e.g., theorem-proving, model-checking, 
static analysis, physical testing).

● Correctness of goal/requirements 
decomposition/derivation; hazardous composition.



Erik Blasch / AFRL

Assurance – positive declaration of confidence
 

• Machine assurance – credibility of decisions
• Human assurance – confidence in awareness
• Human-Machine Performance – self-proficiency 
• Multi-source (human, data, machine) – information fusion
• Distributed Coordination – swarm of agents
• Ontology – metrics of assurance
• Accredited – test and evaluations

** over 200 papers presented on the subject



Nadya Bliss / ASU

1. Examples of applications or mode of operations where 

autonomy could be beneficial, but requires assurances that 

currently don’t exist.

2. Interdisciplinary research challenges associated with assured 

autonomy (or autonomy in general).

PICTURE



Robert Bonneau / OSD



Jessie Chen / ARL

I would like to learn about workshop attendees’ 
approaches to human-autonomy teaming and lessons 
learned from their projects. I will share my experience 
from the human factors perspectives. I would also like to 
discuss potential collaboration or coordination 
mechanisms. 



Darren Cofer / Collins Aerospace

I will share challenges and current work on assured 
autonomy from the aerospace domain.  

I would like to learn about assurance approaches and 
challenges in other domains.



Nancy Cooke / ASU

I would like to discuss the implications of autonomy as a 
teammate and would like to learn about assured 
autonomy issues and challenges from others.



David Corman / NSF



Missy Cummings / Duke

Ideas for developing educational reform in university 
settings to move away from territorial stovepiping to 

more integrated team-based settings.



Warren Dixon / University of Florida

Learn: Community perspectives on assurances with ML. 
The need (or not) for ML/AI in assured autonomy.

Bring: A control systems perspective on resilience to 
feedback intermittency and uncertainty



Kevin Dopart / DOT

I’d like to learn about research on performance 
standards and test methods for verifying autonomous 

system designs. Specifically, how that research may be 
applicable to assuring the safety of highly automated 

road vehicle operations.



Khari Douglas / CCC

How can the CCC assist in this area?PICTURE



Jake Fries / NITRD



Julian Goldman / Mass General

Learn - What AAu concepts can be applied to achieve safe medical 
autonomous systems that are composed of interoperable medical 
devices + medical apps + platforms
- Evaluation methods for composable systems to identify user 
interactions
- Recommended testbed capabilities to assess Au systems

Contribute: 
-Our research on interactions between medical 
sensors-actuators-patient-environment.



Alwyn Goodloe / NASA

I would like to learn about the new research on 
assurance of autonomous systems and to communicate 
to researchers the expected levels of assurance required 

in civil aviation.

PICTURE
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Edward Griffor / NIST



Peter Harsha/Computing Research Association

 

A hope to gain understanding what a research 
agenda in Assured Autonomy looks like (and 

how to convey that to policymakers)



Laura Humphrey / AFRL

How can we use automation to 
1) speed up the development of autonomy & 

2) provide rigorous evidence of safety and correctness?



Todd Humphreys / UT Austin

Learn: Will safe automated vehicles require that machine 
learning attain a causal understanding of the world?  

How can we incentivize data sharing among automated 
ground and air fleets with different owners?

Bring: An argument that collaborative sensing will be 
required to reduce automated driving risk to below an 
acceptable threshold, but that data sharing will bring a 

host of its own security and integrity problems.



Matthew Johnson / IHMC

Learn more about and better 
understand other’s views on 
assured autonomy and share 

my view that:
“no autonomy is an island” 



Phil Koopman / CMU

● Safety is all about the edge cases.
99% is nice. But safe is more like 99.99...99%

● Machine learning + open ended world conspire 
to break traditional safety approaches.

● UL 4600: Autonomous System Safety Standard 
(emphasizes safety case approach)

PICTURE
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David Kuehn / DOT

1. What are effective methods for assuring 
autonomy with

a. The introduction of new equipment into legacy systems 
b. Updates to software for in service systems
c. Changes from new data for machine learning

2. What failure states or levels of degraded 
performance are acceptable and reasonably safe



Cara LaPointe / JHU APL



John Launchbury / Galois

Bring: 
● Experience with DARPA privacy program
● Oversight of autonomy programs
● Experience with assurance in practice

Gain:
● New ways to think about assurance of autonomy, 

especially as the validation and verification 
problems overlap



Craig Lennon / Army

I bring an understanding of Army needs for Autonomous 
System Test, Evaluation, Verification and Validation, and 
I want to understand the science that would be required 

to meet those needs 



Frederick Leve / Air Force

1. What are the major basic research challenges 

limiting the attribute of autonomy for fielded 

systems.

2. What are the boundaries of autonomy? When do 

automatic systems become autonomous.

3. What do people mean by assured? Do they stress 

privacy and security of autonomous systems too 

under this definition?



Ashley Llorens |  

New approaches to human-centered test and evaluation 
of AI-enabled systems



Dan Lopresti / Lehigh and CCC

What can we do to help smooth the transition to a world 
where humans and autonomous systems operate 
side-by-side for the greater good?

Humans are idiosyncratic in the errors we make, while 
autonomous systems are idiosyncratic in the errors they 
make.  How can we avoid messing each other up?



Brad Martin / NSA

Bringing to the Workshop
● Interest in Assurance and Autonomy
● Experience in Security and Privacy
● Experience in Trustworthiness, Certification, and 

Verification
Hoping to Takeaway from the Workshop

● Insights from other domains relating associated 
assurance/autonomy challenges and capabilities

● New collaborators from this community of interest



Joel Mozer / Air Force

How do we establish the necessary trust and confidence 
in autonomy as well as the culture to implement 
autonomy for our operational military space systems?



Natasha Neogi / NASA

I would like to learn about methods and techniques 
being used to assure increasingly autonomous systems, 

and share some aviation-oriented barriers and 
challenges regarding technical, policy and regulation 

and procedural issues.  



Tristan Nguyen / Air Force



Meeko Oishi / University of New Mexico

I’d like to learn about circumstances under which 
model-based as opposed to data-driven approaches are 
best suited to autonomy, and how to design systems to 
circumvent the inherent fragility of many learning based 
approaches.  That is, when are learning problems really 
about robustness, and when are they about genuinely 

un-modelable behavior?



Hiro Ono / NASA

I want to learn about the state-of-the-art methods in 
academia and industry and see if those are applicable to 
space applications. I want to share with this community 
what the current outstanding autonomy challenges are.



Miroslav Pajic / Duke

Experience about assuring systems with varying levels 
of autonomy and human interaction, operating in 
contested (potentially malicious) environments  



Signe Redfield / NRL

I want to illuminate the scope and the scale of basic 
research challenges in verification of autonomous 
systems, especially as they are manifested in DoD 

mission areas.

PICTURE



Heather Roff 

I’d like to learn more about decision making under 
uncertainty, test, evaluation, verification and validation 

for autonomous learning systems in dynamic 
environments, and other required elements for assured 

autonomy.

I’d like to contribute to more discussions on ethics, 
responsible research and innovation for autonomous 

systems.



Brian Sadler / ARL

Identify critical issues and barriers to achieving assured 
autonomy, and continue to develop an R&D portfolio that 

addresses these. 

PICTURE



Ann Schwartz Drobnis / CCC

I want to understand the community’s needs so I can 
work with policymakers to better support the community 

in their future research endeavors.  



Howie Shrobe / MIT

How cyber-security concerns are related to notions of 
assured autonomy

PICTURE
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Ankur Srivastava / UMD

I would like to learn about new advances in “Trusted” 
Autonomy as well as How “Deception” and “Trust” are 

related yet different objectives in this context

PICTURE
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Marc Steinberg / ONR



Ufuk Topcu / UT Austin

As an organizer: Create a useful roadmap document.

As a researcher: Understand the different dimensions of 
assured autonomy in order to figure out whether/how we can 
create “more holistic” yet manageable problems. 
For example, can/should policy-making and formal methods 
inform each other?



Albert Wavering / NIST

Wish to learn about: Common assurance challenges and 
approaches across multiple domains; research and progress 
on performance standards and test methods for verifying 
autonomous system designs; gaps in the standards 
framework for assuring autonomous systems.

Bring to the workshop: Non-regulatory measurement 
science and standards development perspective.



Tichakorn Wongpiromsarn / nuTonomy

I want to learn different aspects of assured autonomy and 
also share some challenges we are facing, especially in 
terms of behavior specifications of autonomous vehicles.

PICTURE
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Helen Wright / CCC

How can we take take what we learn today and share it 
broadly with the community? What is the impact 5, 10, 

15 years out? 



Mohammed Yousuf / DOT



Lenore Zuck / UIC


